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Spencer had too many toys. The toys were everywhere!
Spencer had big toys in the yard.
Spencer had little toys in the tub.
Spencer had all kinds of toys.
Spencer liked to make a toy parade.
He had a fleet of planes, trains, and toy boats, and a convoy of miniature trucks and cars.

The toy parade had planes, trains, boats, trucks, and cars.
Spencer had instruments and things for art.
Everyone gave toys to Spencer!
Spencer had a lot of toys.
Spencer's mother and father tripped on the toys.
Spencer's mother yelled. Spencer's mother said

he had to get rid of some toys.
Spencer did not like that idea.
Spencer did not want to get rid of any toys.
Spencer's mother told him no more tv.

Spencer started to get rid of some toys.
Spencer gave away his father's toy.
Spencer filled a box with toys he didn't need anymore.
Spencer's mother tried to put the toys in the car. Spencer had dumped them on the floor.
“It’s the best toy EVER!”

Spencer used the box to make a new toy.